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WELCOME

ART FROM THE INSIDE 
Founded by former corrections officer,  

Antonio Espinosa, the organization gives  

incarcerated artists a visual voice through 

community-centered, engaging exhibitions. 

Our vision is to connect us to our shared  

humanity, to examine the effects of the  

criminal justice system, and to inspire actions 

that support racial and economic justice.

A very special thank you to the incarcerated artists at Stillwater 

and Fairbault Prisons for trusting in me and in this project!

—Antonio

IDENTITY can be defined as “the

qualities, beliefs, personality traits, 

appearance, and/or expressions that  

characterize a person or group”. Human 

beings are a complex combination of 

who we innately are, informed by our 

individual lived experiences, our cultural 

backgrounds, our environments, by things 

we control and things we cannot control. 

All together, these  influence how we see 

ourselves and how we are seen by others. 

The question “Who am I?” asks us all to 

consider the relationship between the 

individual and society. Understanding 

identity is valuable for our own social, 

moral, and intellectual development,  and it 

also serves as a foundation for examining 

the variety of ways we define ourselves and 

are defined by others. 

www.artfromtheinsidemn.org

LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Art from the Inside acknowledges that the lands on which we gather, labor, and live are  
the ancestral and contemporary homelands of the Dakota and Anishinaabe peoples who 
were forcibly removed from and are still connected to this territory. We also recognize  
the Ojibwe and Ho-Chunk whose lands were colonized by the United States and are  
currently occupied by the State of Minnesota.We stand in solidarity with Indigenous  
peoples and the diverse and vibrant communities who live here today.  

This work is funded in part by the Minnesota Humanities 
Center with money from the Arts and Cultural Heritage 
Fund that was created with the vote of the people of 
Minnesota on November 4, 2008.

This activity is supported, in part, 
by the City of Saint Paul Cultural 
Sales Tax Revitalization Program.
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ARTISTS ON THE OUTSIDE
Jennifer Marx
Ricardo Dominguez

PARTICIPATING ARTISTS

• THE MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT
OF CORRECTIONS
Commissioner Paul Schnell
Nick Kimball
Safia Kahn

• MINNESOTA CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
AT STILLWATER
Warden Guy Bosch
Eric Hestness, Caseworker
Mike Lussier, Caseworker

• MINNESOTA CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
AT FARIBAULT
Warden Tracy Beltz
Elizabeth Bechel,

Clinical Program Therapist

• Melissa Dessart,
Owner of Creators Space

• City of Saint Paul, Cultural Star Grant
• Minnesota Humanities Center

• ART FROM THE INSIDE TEAM, ARTISTS,
AND BOARD MEMBERS
Ann Deiman-Thornton
Barbara Wiener
Cynthia Fernandes
Jessica Godes
Jennifer Marx
Joy Yoshikawa
Kimani Beard
Lori Burks
Megan Babel
Michele Livingston
Ricardo Dominguez
Ryan King
Sara Rose
Tari Johnson
Tierre Caldwell
Yingfah Thao

• Family members, advocates, and loved
ones of the incarcerated, and the artists
who trust us with this project.

THANK YOU 
Art from the Inside is grateful for the generosity of our many collaborators
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ART FROM THE INSIDE
Art from the Inside gives incarcerated artists in Minnesota the 
opportunity to express themselves through art— giving them a visual 
voice. Their art is exhibited in the community to inspire hope and engage 
the community in dialogue abou the complexities of our criminal justice 
system.

Art from the Inside
www.artfromtheinsidemn.org 
artfromtheinsidemn@gmail.com 
(651) 321-4903

IDENTITY can be defined as “the qualities, 
beliefs, personality traits, appearance, and/or ex-
pressions that characterize a person or group”.  In 
this exhibit, the artists explore the construction 
and interpretation of how we see ourselves as 
individuals and how we see each other. The ques-
tion “Who am I?” asks us all to consider the rela-
tionship between the individual and society. How 
do we crack open the rigid ways we define our-
selves and the other? What does it feel like to give 
ourselves and others space to grow and grace to 
evolve? How do we open ourselves to the possibil-
ities of hope, to change the story we tell ourselves 
and the stories we tell about the other?

“I am and always will be a work that is unfinished, 
a work in progress.”   Artist Eduardo Morales

LOGO ART: EDUARDO MORALES

COVER ART: JEREMIAH BAUER

ALL PHOTOGRAPHY: KIMANI BEARD
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HOW TO SUPPORT 
ART FROM THE INSIDE AND 
OUR ARTISTS

Your generosity will allow us to make this project bigger and better, 
to include even more artists, to reach more people inside the 
facilities and throughout the community. 

DONATE online or if you prefer, you may also make a donation by 
check to Art from the Inside. 
https://www.artfromtheinsidemn.org/support-us

PURCHASE original art available from many of our artists. 
All proceeds go directly to the artist.
www.artfromtheinsidemn.org/store 

ArtFromTheInsideMn.org

This project was born out of the tragic death of a
friend and fellow Correctional Officer, Joseph Gomm.
Art from the Inside is my attempt to find healing,
hope, and restoration for everyone that was impacted. 

Founder, Antonio Espinosa
E.O.W. 7-18-18
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D. GOELZ

WHAT ROLE DOES ART PLAY IN YOUR LIFE?  
Art- painting especially- is exciting for me. It gives me a place to use my imagination and express it on canvas. 
It also helps with my PTSD.

IDENTITY STATEMENT 
I see myself as a Christian who has made many mistakes and learned from them and am always trying to better 
myself by having positive and productive thoughts. I was brought up with a very good work ethic and it has benefited 
me to this day. I try to strive for excellence in everything that I do. To work harder has always been my motto.

Ice Fishing
Acrylic paint on stretched canvas

24 x 36

NFS
INSPIRATION 

I love ice fishing. Sitting in my ice house or just sitting on a bucket on a warm 
sunny day, waiting for a bite. Just being on the ice is soothing and cathartic. 

WHAT ROLE DOES ART PLAY IN YOUR LIFE?  
Art is life. Every single thing is an inspiration for art.

IDENTITY STATEMENT 
I am a man whose ethnicity is from Guatemala. I want to be seen in whatever manner every individual wants to see  
me without being conformed to a standardized way of perception. An aspect of my lived experiences that can  
inform who I am and want to be is my drive to work hard and continue to look for positive ways in developing  
and refining who I am and the labor I give.

Respira (Rigoberta Menchú Tum)
Acrylic on stretched canvas 

16 x 20
$530.00

INSPIRATION 
Rigoberta Menchú was the inspiration for this piece. She is a Mayan indigenous activist from Guate-
mala who advocates for indigenous farmers’ rights, against oppressive government regimes, and is 

an advocate for Social Justice for Indigenous people of Latin America.

EDUARDO MORALES
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DAVID EDWARD LENARZ, JR.

WHAT ROLE DOES ART PLAY IN YOUR LIFE?  
ART TOOK ME ON A PILGRIMAGE OF SELF DISCOVERY. Each time I engaged the ink pen it moved in truth; it wrote 
truth; it created truth and it caused walls to crash down. With the walls removed I could no longer hide. Art became a 
means of exposure. It didn’t matter if it was liked or disliked; art became silence and healing; art became Repair and 
Love. Art is the purest truth of who we are and that’s why I pick up the Bic pen every day; so by art I can embrace the 
me God made me to be. What inspires me to create? I asked a Corrections Officer if he could look up on Google how 
long a continuous line a Bic pen could make. That distance is 1.2 to 1.3 miles long, and thus my chosen art medium is 
Bic pens and my inspiration and dream is to create a series of lines that touch the hearts of others; lines that erase 
lines that separate us; lines that reach the heavens; lines that tell you (the Viewer of this art) you are special, you have 
value, you are worthy to be loved.

IDENTITY STATEMENT 
I AM THE BOAT THAT HAS NEVER SEEMED TO BE ABLE TO STAY AFLOAT; OR I SHOULD SAY I WAS. Was because life 
has changed. I was taken apart, disassembled by life; I was broken. Identity was a scrambled mess of all the good, 
bad and horror the world dumped on me; I was the result of trauma and functioned behind masks. Masks fashioned 
to fit other people’s narratives of who they wanted me to be. Sadly, those many masks failed me. Then I failed. I fell 
but I would not stay down. Someone saw, witnessed and expressed their vision of the me I could not see. Would not 
see. I decided to trust their perspective. I began to grow; I began to see me. Now, IDENTITY to me is the sum of the 
whole we choose to embrace. I now embrace God, Christ, The Spirit, Love, Peace, Respect, Trust, Truth, Vulnerability, 
Courage, Honor, Others, Hope, Self-Worth, and I embrace Faith. Most important, I embrace by all this the Right Man 
God gave me Purpose to be.

Dim Light
Acrylic paint
26 x 20
$110.00  (donate 100% to a good cause)

INSPIRATION 
I believe that this piece like the other two could 
stand alone but that when looking at them it 
moved me to do a third piece to connect them; 
as there is the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Thus 
this piece is the Dim Light growing within me. 
It couldhave been ignored and I could have sat 
in the darkness, the dim light is there for all to 
grow brighter and brighter. It’s this Dim Light 
that connects all people.

6
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L. MAURICE MARTIN

IDENTITY STATEMENT 
Angel Black Light is the first original drawing that I composed in prison. Angel Black Light was an idea/concept that I 
drew from my imagination with just ink pens. It took years to finish. I started it in 2004 and worked on it periodically over 
time while I was going through my legal battles of appeals in the court  system. I finally finished it in 2011. I have great 
respect for ink as a medium. Upon coming to prison, I was instantly inspired by the artists behind the walls who created 
the most amazing artwork with the most unforgiving medium - ink. When you draw with ink there is no erasing. Two of my 
favorite quotes gives poetry to my thoughts on drawing, and particularly with ink, whether it is on paper or skin. “Drawing 
is the honesty of the art. There is no possibility of cheating. It is either good or bad.” Salvador Dali. “Drawing is the artist’s 
most direct and spontaneous expression, a species of writing: it reveals, better than does painting, his true personality.” 
Edgar Degas.  Angel Black Light, like me, has literally been through a lot. There is a lot of “Pain” (a nickname my grand-
mother gave me at birth) in this piece. The name Black Light has great significance to me as an artist as well. Although I 
have always been influenced by the street art inspired by Black and Brown cultures, I have also been greatly inspired to 
paint by the light of Thomas Kinkade’s (aka “The Master of Light”) works. Angel Black Light is the perfect identity piece 
for me because it tells my identity story and is aspirational about rising above the negative circumstances, and becom-
ing the light in the darkness. People in my community who share my culture are often demonized, criminalized for not 
striving to emulate eurocentric cultural norms and behavior, or choosing non-eurocentric cultural expressions and val-
ues over the social norms of eurocentric Americans. All people are beautiful, and when we are at full strength and pure 
of heart there are beautiful spiritual forces at our backs that supersede the ideas and image of what, and who, others 
project onto us. We are resilient, and every time I see someone rise above the same challenges that many people like 
me face, they become a light and an example of triumph. I aspire to be the light for others in the same way others have 
inspired me with their light. Every day when I wake up, I get up and strive to rise above the madness in the world. When 
people ask me where I am going, I always say “UP!” When I was asked what inspired me to draw this piece, I said, “My life, 
my story, my pain, my struggle, my hustle, my vision, my purpose, my desire to be a blessing in this world, and the glory 
and grace of God in me.”

Angel Black Light
NFS

INSPIRATION
My life, my story, my pain, beauty and glory, my purpose and my 
struggle, my hustle, my grind, my vision, my goals, and my desire to 
be a blessing in this world.
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WHAT ROLE DOES ART PLAY IN YOUR LIFE?  
Art is one of many cycles I have gone through in an effort to occupy my mind.

IDENTITY STATEMENT 
I am a son, a father, a provider and a friend. I would like to be seen as a man who lives up  
to these duties in life. It matters to me to be successful in these roles.

Discarded
Acrylic on stretched canvas

36 x 12
$350.00

INSPIRATION
Every person who is incarcerated for any substantial amount of time goes through highs 

and lows. And at some point, we all identify as the refuse of society.
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JUNIOR 

WHAT ROLE DOES ART PLAY IN YOUR LIFE?  
I do art because it soothes and calms me immensely. Anything that I see on any given day can spark my desire  
to create art, so nothing and everything inspires me!

Texas Made 
Pencil, color pencil,  
and marker
14x11
NFS

INSPIRATION
I’ve always wanted to do something 
with the Texas flag because it is my 
home state. The female represents 
my girlfriend who is also from Texas 
and the beauty of the pic just says 
more than words can describe.

JASON BOLSTAD
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ROBERTO LOPEZ-RIOS

WHAT ROLE DOES ART PLAY IN YOUR LIFE?  
Art is my passion and foundation to my mental sta-
bility in a place that is constantly challenging your 
mental strength. It provides me an escape and light 
to project beautiful artwork through my vision and 
creativity.

IDENTITY STATEMENT 
I see myself as an individual that is a reflection of 
those whom I’ve crossed paths with and have im-
pacted my journey through life. My experiences have 
served as building blocks that have contributed to the 
person I’ve become, regardless of the substance and 
material of those blocks. My culture, those that I care 
for and love have given me a stable foundation on 
which to build on with pride and honor.

All in One
Acrylic on hard canvas
18 x 14
$300.00 

INSPIRATION
Inspired by all we must 
endure. The only thing that 
remains constant is your 
exterior self that is shaped 
by time and the process 
of finding your inner self. Hope takes a different meaning. 
Some find it in religion, others in family or culture. Yet pain, 
struggle and suffering is the driving force to discovering your 
light at the end of the tunnel that guides you through your 
hardships.

THOMAS L. 

WHAT ROLE DOES ART PLAY IN YOUR LIFE?  
Art and music play a big part in my life. There are things 
that allow me to go to a happier place and forget about the 
razor wire. My main inspiration is my Lord Jesus Christ 
who created everything, even me, a flawed vessel. Art is 
one main way I can find peace in this place.

IDENTITY STATEMENT 
I see myself first and foremost as a Child of God. With 
that said, this child has many flaws and struggles and 
has caused a lot of hurt. I’m trying my hardest to bet-
ter myself so that I can help heal the hurt I’ve caused. 
Through it all I know that no story is wasted and I’m just 
trying to finish my book with a victorious chapter and 
happy ending.

Ever Faithful
Watercolor/white acrylic 
12 x 18
$240.00

INSPIRATION
The forest in the background of 
this watercolor represents all the 
people in my life. The forest used 
to surround me but since I’ve been 
incarcerated that forest has chosen 
to step back into the distance. In 
the foreground there are 2 birch 

trees. One represents me and the other represents the few 
that have stuck by me through it all, mainly my Lord, my 
family and some friends. My hope is that people will get past 
their fears and take a step toward fellowship again, bringing 
healing.



SHANE SPICER

WHAT ROLE DOES ART PLAY IN YOUR LIFE?  
Sometimes I have no reason whatsoever to do art or create anything. Then someone asks me if I can show  
them how to draw something or to show them some techniques on how to improve their artwork, so I get 
inspired and create something of my own. Mostly, though, I only create stuff when I’m interested in a certain 
subject. Lately I haven’t been interested in creating at all because I’ve got an art block due to depression.

IDENTITY STATEMENT 
I see myself as an all-around artist, as well as a compassionate human being. As far as my art identity goes,  
I use and am open to many different mediums and genres.I only wish we were afforded the opportunity to use  
as many mediums as I’ve been accustomed to using, but access to supplies and the rules restrict most from  
expanding our arts. In the outside world, I use metal and wood to create sometimes because life can be hard  
and difficult to deal with so learning to bend metal and shape wood also helps to learn how to deal with diffi-
culties in life. I have mostly kept my artwork personal and a lot of what I’ve done and created has been lost to 
time and moving around so many of my earlier pieces can’t be viewed and live only in my memories. Most people 
don’t realize that I’m very compassionate, because it’s a side I rarely share but I’ve been kinda secretive about 
it because it’s not the kind of feelings or part of one’s self to be shared in my current surroundings. I often feel 
shrouded because I can’t show my true self in this environment. 

Myself
Charcoal, pastel on Strathmore, 11 x 14  NFS

INSPIRATION
Myself, the art I create coming from my mind and the fact that I’m 

incarcerated has no effect on my ability to create and no matter what “I’m 
still here.” I have feelings, fears and a future. I am a human being. The state 

identifies us with numbers . . . “I am NOT a number!”
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STARLIN

WHAT ROLE DOES ART PLAY IN YOUR LIFE?  
Art is one of the few things the state cannot take from me. It is my freedom.

IDENTITY STATEMENT 
I am starting my 26th straight year on August 23. This is my identity - a grown man who has been shaped and 
molded by the DOC. However, who I am now is in spite of the DOC. My art is often representative of the transformation 
I have made to be better. To grow, evolve, expand . . often the subject matter in my pieces may seem dark or twisted 
and yet I do them in bright colors and high details. To me, this expresses how I see myself. It is as if this outside exterior 
(the convict label, past discipline history) is but a facade. It is the underlying layer that matters. Like a painting - it is the 
foundation. Mine is strong. My moral, ethical and spiritual foundations underlay this exterior that the DOC has labeled - 
IP. My identity is an artist, a teacher, mentor, friend, confidant. In these I do give credit to those mentors and teachers 
who see through my exterior - Stillwater’s art class, Rush City’s DOS program, Faribault’s higher education, the entire 
DOC education. Thank you.

Found
Ballpoint
11 x 7
NFS

INSPIRATION
“Found” stippled ink on bristol board. I was 
pulled to draw this car abandoned in the 
woods. Its beauty is in its abandonment.

10
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LUIS BARAJAS JR. 

WHAT ROLE DOES ART PLAY IN 
YOUR LIFE?  
I love to draw since a young age. It has 
been my passion to show my art. It shows 
what I can do and it inspires me to create 
art to show my pain in my art.

  
IDENTITY STATEMENT 
I see myself as a talented artist and not 
just a prisoner. I have a wonderful lady that 
gives me hope and inspiration to do my art.

Praying Hands
Pencil and charcoal

9 x12
$110.00

INSPIRATION
My inspiration for this 

piece of art was that so 
many people, including 

myself, we do things 
without thinking of the 

consequences. So I made 
this to inspire people that 

bad things have conse-
quences.
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TOMMY CORRALES 

WHAT ROLE DOES ART 
PLAY IN YOUR LIFE?  
The art plays a big part in my 
life, helps me out with my 
depression, anxiety, PTSD. 
What inspires me to create my 
art is from living in the streets 
in CA when I was a kid until I was 
a teen.

IDENTITY STATEMENT 
I am seeing myself doing long 
bids writing my family letters 
late at night, telling them that 
I am sorry for not being in their 
lives and for not being there for 
them when they need me the 
most.

Late Night
Pencil and paper
15 x 12
$210.00

INSPIRATION
Was looking back from 
2007, how far I came on 
drawing and writing. I’ve 
gotten way better at my 
skills in art and writing.
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BILL BAILEY

WHAT ROLE DOES ART PLAY IN YOUR LIFE?  
Peace of mind, and thinking of others.

  
IDENTITY STATEMENT 
An old man ready to go for a better life. I care about people as a whole. Strive to live a better life and give the best. Love 
is the answer!

Sitting Bull
Ink on cloth

14 x 14
$80.00 (donate 50%)

INSPIRATION 
History of American Indians who fought for peace

 for all peoples. We can live together.

CYRUS T.

WHAT ROLE DOES ART PLAY IN YOUR LIFE?  
Art plays a very important role in my life. It lets me escape 
and express how I feel inside. I find beauty in what  
others may say is dark or twisted but nothing is more beauti-
ful than the unexplained.

IDENTITY STATEMENT 
Lately I have been looking in the mirror and I no longer see 
the little boy looking back at me. I see the man and artist that 
I want to be staring me in the eyes. I want the world to see the 
man and artist I have become in my time in prison.  
I thrive every day to perfect my craft and myself. This experi-
ence of coming to prison really opened my mind, heart  
and eyes to the type of man, father and artist that I want to be. 
Our past does not truly define who we really are.  
We can become more if we TRY!

INSPIRATION 
Our identity makes up who we are. 
As an individual, we all have different 
layers of our identity; be it your gender, 
race, cultural or an athlete, artist, writer 
or whatever you think that makes you one 
of a kind. That is your identity. It makes 
you, you and no one else.

Making
Graphite, 
colored 
pencil, and 
ink
14 x 17
NFS



JENNIFER MARX        ARTIST NOW ON THE OUTSIDE

Jennifer Marx was born and raised in southern Minnesota. She experienced an unstable 
and difficult childhood but found solace in creating art. Jennifer learned to draw and paint 
from both her grandmother, who was herself an artist and art teacher, and her father.

At age 30, Jennifer survived what should have been a fatal car accident. Jennifer became 
addicted to the narcotic pain medication she was prescribed following reconstructive 
surgery. When the prescription ran out, Jennifer turned first to using and then to selling 
street drugs to feed her addiction. Eventually, Jennifer was caught selling drugs and was 
sentenced to 65 months in prison.

“Art got me through prison,” Jennifer says.  At first art was her “hustle” – she would draw 
for fellow inmates to earn money to spend at the prison canteen.  Later, she used art in 
a therapy class to process and heal from trauma. Through her participation in a Prison 
Fellowship program, Jennifer developed a relationship with God that infuses her art and 

allows people to feel the beauty of her art as much as she does. As Jennifer navigated the challenges of reentry into the 
community from prison, she did not feel she had time to create art. But following a “serendipitous” connection between 
her employer and Art from the Inside, Jennifer believed, “God is telling me I need to take time for art still, and I’m going to 
listen.”  Jennifer hopes that by sharing her story through Art From The Inside, she “can be an inspiration.”
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WHAT ROLE DOES ART 
PLAY IN YOUR LIFE?  
Art is my muse. It makes 
me feel like I can be a 
part of something bigger. 
Somethng more. Art gives 
me a sense of purpose.

IDENTITY STATEMENT 
I see myself as strong, 
free, independent and 
blessed. I have taken my 
hardships and turned them 
into somethnig beautiful. “In 
the hour of adversity be not 
without hope, for crystal rain 
falls from black clouds.” ~ 

Unknown.

Akasha
Graphite on hard canvas
18 x 24
$175

When I first saw this image in my mind’s 
eye, I thought of our soul. Our universal 
soul, and how we all connect. The energy 
that flows from one human being to 
another. From all living matter. Akasha is 
everything. Everything before, every-
thing after. Akasha is how I reach out and 
touch someone who lives 10,000 miles 
away. She is how I see you. All of you. 
Her energy runs through you into me, 
transforms me, molds me, moves me.... 
changes my life.
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Hear from artist, 
Jennifer Marx.



JENNIFER MARX        ARTIST NOW ON THE OUTSIDE
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WHAT ROLE DOES ART PLAY IN YOUR LIFE?  
I think that art has saved me, it has allowed me to express myself and find a part of me that I never knew existed.

IDENTITY STATEMENT 
I feel that as we pass through this journey called life, we have to stop and look back at where we come from, and 
reflect on how we want our youth to see themselves. Every person is unique in their own way and how we identify our-
selves is important, it’s easy to see oneself as the polar opposite of what they feel inside, most can’t face the real image 
they see staring at them, but as an artist I have to see past that, and create something that I think is beautiful. I see myself 
as growing , becoming the man I knew I can be and allowing myself the freedom to not give into the labels that have been 
branded on our names, but living life to the fullest and making sure that when I do look into the mirror I see a KING.

RICARDO DOMINGUEZ         ARTIST NOW ON THE OUTSIDE
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Ricardo was born in Tacoma, Washington to Mexican and Spanish parents 
who relocated to St.Paul, Minnesota, and settled on the city’s West Side. The 
neighborhood is predominantly Hispanic with a diverse community. This 
neighborhood is known for its vibrant art on the streets and sides of buildings. 

During his time incarcerated, he was consumed by his art and artistic expression. 
The escape it offered him remains indescribable. He continued to practice, got 
better, and learned what he liked about using colors. He also loves listening to 
music while creating art.

Ricardo has always enjoyed working out and playing handball with friends. He 
remembers being an artist in grade school. His grade school janitor can confirm 
this—he cleaned a lot of Ricardo’s art off the school walls. 

Growing up, he loved the look of graffiti and how crazy they can make the letters look. 
The more he practiced it the more he loved it. Ricardo continues to learn every day. 

Frankenpup
18 x 24
$150

My art has alway been fluid, and the origination of my ideas came from my kids and 
trying to do something creative for them while I was in Stillwater.

Prints and original art from Ricardo Dominguez are available on the Art from the Inside website.

Hear from artist, Ricardo Dominguez.
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